IN BUSINESS

SINCE 1951

STRENGTH / QUALITY / PERFORMANCE

MULTI BALE FEEDERS

MULTI BALE FEEDERS
The McIntosh Multi Bale Feeder has been designed to incorporate strength, ease of use and years of trouble
free use. With a spear loading system and low centre of gravity, the McIntosh Multi Bale Feeder will lead the
way in feeding out machines.
The Multi Bale Feeder with spear loading system features two box sections running through the cradle for
greater strength and a lower centre of gravity rather than having the feeder on top of the chassis runners.
With a lower centre of gravity, the tyres can be kept in closer towards the centre of the Bale Feeder. Also with
the wider cradle there is a much smaller chance of running over the product even when there is a strong wind
and in muddy conditions.

STANDARD FEATURES
3’’ 12,000lb zinc - plated roller chains
5mm thick medium tensile end plates
8-tooth sprocket for longer life and
better drive
Bolt on slats
Bronze bushes on drive shaft - no bearings
Covered drive shaft to stop wrapping of silage
Dual aggression pins
Diverter valve so only two hydraulic banks are
required for three operations

Heavy 8mm thick angle slats for better
ripping of bales
Large heavy duty motor with 1 ¼’’
drive shaft
Rear Lights
Low maintenance
Two boxes to hold wrap & netting
Stand to help pull netting off
Swivel draw bar
Teeth are bent for better ripping of bale

Easy access grease points

Tyres - 11.5/80-15.3 (Multi 4)

Feeds out either side

Tyres - 400/60-15.5 (Multi 5)

Fully enclosed galvanised plate floor

OPTIONAL EXTRAS
Square bale attachment
Trough extension arm
Tyres - 11.5/80-15.3 tractor tread
- 400/60-15.5 (Multi 4 only)

SPECIFICATIONS
Multi 4

Multi 5

Length:

6940mm

8140mm

Width:

2300mm

2300mm

Height:

1100mm

1100mm

Weight: 2180kg

2390kg

MULTI 4 & 5 BALE FEEDER FEATURES

The Multi 4 loaded with 3 round bales. A fourth bale can be carried on the rear spears. This bale feeder is fitted with the optional 11.5/80-15.3
tractor tread tyres.

With the yellow slat located on top of
the cradle, the rolling teeth are set in the
loading position. The rolling teeth ensure
the bale doesn’t get stuck when being
pushed onto the cradle which makes
loading a breeze

Once the bale is loaded onto the tray the
back stop pushes the bale forward and
returns for the next bale

Loaded with two round and one eight foot
square bale

The double ram loading system lowers
the bale gently all the way to the cradle
without sudden drops

Diverter valve which changes the oil flow
from loading spears to the sliding frame
which pushes the bale along

Steel box to hold plastic wrap. The
galvanised mesh floor allows water and
dirt to fall out and reduces the smell
compared to an enclosed box

PRODUCT RANGE
FORAGE WAGONS
Available from 7.8 – 27.2m³, McIntosh Wagons are renowned for their
strong, fully-welded steel sides, true bathtub design and elevator angle
that allows it to start every time - even when the front is fully loaded.

TIP TRAILERS
Available from 4.5 – 20 tonne, McIntosh Tip Trailers are built tough
enough to take full loads of metal for years. It’s no wonder we’ve
earned a reputation as the strongest trailer around.

BEATER WAGONS
Available from 12-20m³, three PTO horizontal driven beaters are
designed to blend different products and feed out in an even and
consistent manner. These units are well suited for feed pads.

MANURE SPREADERS
Available in 7.5, 10.8, and 13.5m³, McIntosh Manure Spreaders are
designed to spread a wide variety of products in a consistent and even
manner. New 13mm floor chains and improved sealing rubbers have
enhanced the performance and build quality.

MCINTOSH BROTHERS ENGINEERING LTD
85 Armstrong Street | PO Box 4240 | Palmerston North, New Zealand
Freephone: 0800 622 276 | Phone +64 6 356 7056 | Fax +64 6 356 7055
sales@mcintosh.net.nz | www.mcintosh.kiwi
Australian Distributor | Trac Mac Farm Equipment | Drouin Victoria | 041 851 5510 | allans@tracmacs.com.au
All equipment is guaranteed for 12 months from the date of entering service, provided it has not been subject to improper usage and/or
overloading or any other conditions contrary to the manufacturers’ specifications or recommendations. Specifications are subject to change
without notice.

